**English Learner (EL) Identification**

*Start*

Student enrolls in district for first time and is not already designated as LEP eligible in MSDS.

1. Administer Home Language Survey

2. Is your child's native tongue a language other than English?
   - No
     - Student is NOT identified as LEP eligible in MSDS.
   - Yes
     - Use the Office of Field Services Entrance and Exit Protocol to determine eligibility for language support (EL Services).

3. Is the primary language used in your child's home or environment a language other than English?
   - No
     - Administer ELPA Initial Screening
   - Yes
     - Student takes Spring ELPA

4. Is the student eligible for EL Services?
   - Yes
     - Student takes Spring ELPA
     - Student is identified as LEP eligible in MSDS and receives EL services.
   - No
     - Student is NOT identified as LEP eligible in MSDS.
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